
ABSTRACT

Egyptian fruit bats were observed in Prague Zoo, where stable conditions are provided 

(year-round food supply, stable temperature and roosts). The colony has bimodal breeding cycle. 

Births are synchronized and occur on the turn of April and May and in September. The mating 

occurs throughout the year but there is an increase during lactation and in the period outside 

parturitions. There is no obvious pattern in cluster dynamics. Bats roost in four clusters (left, 

middle, upper right and lower right). The presence of clusters throughout the year is stable except 

upper right cluster. There are changes in the number of clusters and in the number of individuals 

inside each cluster. Fruit bats occupy approximately the same spots in clusters, however young 

individuals show the highest variability. An autogrooming is balanced throughout the year, there 

is no regular pattern in the observation period and even no increase after artificial twilight. From 

these activities a licking of wing membranes and fur are the most often. The mother cares for her

young especially during lactation and weaning, while the care decreases with a development of 

the young. This is especially true for the licking of the wing membranes. An allogrooming is the 

most common between male and female during lactation and in the period outside parturitions. 

There is an increase of back agonistic interactions in a couple in the mating period. The front 

interactions are related to the positional battles and they are more often against individuals in 

neighboring cluster than inside own cluster. Between males of neighboring clusters the silent 

wings threat is also occasionally observed. Egyptian friut bats use two types of distinctive calls: 

V-calls and F-calls. V-calls are especially used in mother-young communication during the 

mutual separation in the period of lactation and weaning. There are also adult feeding V-calls

whose increase during the day is evident in the time before feeding. Adult and juvenile V-calls

differ in frequency and time parameters. Juvenile V-calls have higher frequencies than adult V-

calls, while the frequency decreases with the age of the young. F-calls are used prior to mating to 

entice females. Male produce them with the nose, which is in contrast to the anthropomorphic 

interpretation of KULZER (1958), who describes these signal as the calls of females. 
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